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- Jenkins’s approach to generalizability of, 27–33
- in natural settings and generalizability, 27
- originality demonstration in report introduction, 165
- presentation in talks, 193
- programmatic approach to, 166
- on psychological research as confounded, 292
- publication status and claims of others, 183
- and readers, 164, 174, 182
- report introduction hook use to situate, 163
- statement of value and contribution of own, 178
- story presentation, 87
- use of appropriate methods, 76–80
- vs clinical experience, 206
research analysis, 75–88
  critical thinking lessons;
  on ceiling and floor effects as, 85
  comparison and control groups, 82
  on confidence intervals, 85
  on correlation and causation in,
  80–82
  on distributions and parametric
  statistics, 78
  on means and variability information,
  77–78
  on outlier identification, 84–85
  on partial correlation variance
  analogues and covariance, 83–84
  on post-study review, 86–87
  on scale properties of data, 80
  on scores and central tendency, 77
  on self-critique of written, 84
  on statistical test significance level
  and effect strength, 79
  on test power calculations, 79
  on type 1 and type 2 error costs, 86
research benefits and harms, 285
research claims. See claims
research design, 5, 75–88
  as correlational designs, 136
  group and sample size, 80
  level of interaction complexity and,
  166
  and patient treatment ethical
  decision-making example, 284–287
  statistical analysis planning, 84
research focus, 164
research instrument, 65, 69
research participant and design safety design
  ethical dilemma, 284–287
research process, 161, 174
research questions
  on answering, 76
  appropriate method critical thinking,
  76–80
  assumptions and tests, 76
  socially sensitive or dangerous, 284
  types of, 75
  on value of, 75–76
research reports
  discussion section goals and
  persuasiveness, 171–173
  framework for arguments in, 162
  goals of introduction section, 162–165
  method section, 165–169
  narrative structure, 174
  preparing persuasive, 162
  as presenting experimental conclusions,
  161
  results section goals and persuasiveness,
  169
  as telling clear story, 173–174
  title, 164
research study ethical decision
  implementation example, 286–287
research subjects. See subjects
researchers. See also junior investigators
  adversarial collaboration, 183
  assumptions about readers, 294
  need of clinical skill, 294
  observations and causal studies, 47
  reliance on personal judgment, 48
  research claims and talking to
  knowledgeable, 182
  respect and dignity aspirational principle,
  274
respondent(s)
  assumption of stability, 69
  behavior recall and estimation by, 71
  candor and accuracy, 71
  change assumptions and reporting, 69
  conversational role use, 66
  editing of survey answers, 63
  frequency scale and, 69–70
  inferences of literal vs pragmatic meaning,
  63
  private judgment formation by, 63
  question order effect and, 66
  recall-and-count strategy use, 68
  selection, 54
  survey open vs closed format and, 64
  and survey question, 63, 289
  tasks of, 61, 62–63
  use of rating scales, 64–65
response(s)
  editing, 71
  effect, 62
  order context effect, 67–68
  question formats and alternative, 63
  survey and questionnaire alternative,
  64–65
response rates
  academic surveys in, 57
  declines in, 57
  inclusion in good survey reports, 61
  in market research, 57
  nonprobability sampling and low, 57–58
  and survey representativeness, 57
Subject Index

responsibility satisfaction with life, 257. See also marital
satisfaction
saying things, 289
scale properties, 80
scales, 80
scams, 232
scenarios, 167–168
schemer schema, 243–246
schizophrenia diagnosis, 210
schools and successful intelligence, 7

science and accepted standards for validation, 261–267
and answers, 264–265
as best guide for belief, 262
clear thinking and, 262–263
as community effort, 266
as dynamic interplay of discovery and
justification, 172
ethical standards lesson, 87–88
fit with existing, 264–265
misleading presentation of, 266–267
parapsychology and orthodox natural and
social, 217
recipes for testing in, 263–264
record of self correction in, 262
as requiring bold thinking, 177
state and federal regulations in, 94
as testing theories, 143
theories in hard vs soft, 143
and value of incremental contributions,
183
and weird beliefs, 268
Science (journal), 191, 219
sciences as hard and soft, 151
scientific appraisal, 233
scientific discovery, 154
scientific enterprise, 233
scientific evidence, 217, 267
scientific interest, 172
scientific jargon, 266
scientific knowledge beliefs consistent with, 262
model falsification as information source
for, 150
and public trust of psychologists, 271
useful theories and, 143
scientific methods, 15, 271
scientific progress, 265
scientific research, 153, 294
scientific receptability, 265
scientific theories, 183, 264–265

sample size and unique association patterns, 140
sample(s) and causal inferences, 291
confounds and cohort significant
associations, 138
inference fallacies and, 120
representativeness and population, 120
in survey design, 56–59
sample size
research design and, 80
sampling error as nonlinear with, 59
skeptical mind set and over-inference
from, 125
statistical significance interpretation, 79
sampling population and probability, 56
population characteristics and quota, 58
quotas as nonprobability sampling, 58
sampling error
definition, 58
meaning of, 61
as nonlinear to sample size, 59
population values and
as precluded in quota sampling, 58
of surveys, 58
sampling frame, 56, 59

 APA ethical principle example,
aspirational ethical principle description,
273–274
for awareness of ethical questions, 279
and dependency altercast roles, 239
results section
alternative explanations in, 171
data description in, 170
to paper as argument for claim, 184
persuasiveness and goals and in research
reports, 169
writing of, 191

retention and study methods, 11
retention interval, 132
retrieval of opinions, 65
retrospective reports, 69
reviewers, 189, 290
Rhine, J. B., 218, 222
Rhine paradigm, 218
Roediger-McDermott experiment, 23–25
Rorschach indices, 205
Rorschach Inkblot Test, 204, 205
Rorschach scale, 205
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scientific understanding, 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scientific world view, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic principles and agreement among, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognitive biases of, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confirmation bias susceptibility of, 291–292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and informal logical fallacies, 291–292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as interested in mind, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparison with means, 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution of individual cognitive abilities and inference validity, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of patients and controls in neuropsychological testing, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validity of standardized assessment instruments, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondhand information, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection as group difference threat, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection probability, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self, 237, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-assessments, 69. See also Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-belief, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-centered cognition, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-criticism, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-direction, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-emotions, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-esteem, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-monitoring, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-persuasion, 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-presentation, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as clinical assessment method, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecological validity and scales in, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of behavior and, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measures choices of, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questionnaires as assessment methods, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selling experiments and ideas, 293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantic comprehension, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-structured interviews, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensory leakage, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence comprehension, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequences, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diagnosis, 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as example of harmful dysfunction, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as hypothetical construct, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not appearing in diagnostic manual, 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>press coverage, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual harassment ethics standard, 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaping of complex topics, 2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sequences, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-term memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case study of language deficits and, 99–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group vs case study approach in comparing models of, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonological information and, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significance determination, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significance levels, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silly beliefs, 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarity, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple effects test, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simplicity in experimentation, 165–166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single anecdotes, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-case design studies, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-case study approach, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single cases vs group studies in neuropsychology, 93–98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single data points, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single event explanation privilege, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single experiences, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skeptical mindset, 125, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills. See also adaptive skills; cognitive skills; critical thinking skills; therapeutic skills; thinking skills competency recognition and metacognitive, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grouping of important, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher order cognitive, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list of important generic, 6–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching and transfer of, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills-based approach to thinking, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soal, S. G., 220–221, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soal affair, 221–223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creation by criminals, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypotheses plausibility as, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and promotion of strange beliefs, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as social influence tactic, 240–241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social factors, 259–261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social identity, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and altercasting of social identity, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in doing and believing, 232–247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience of intense, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and explanation of doing of crazy things, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and fair and ethical forms of persuasion, 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social influence analysis, 236–237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject Index

social influence tactics and control of thoughts, 246
and crazy beliefs and behavior, 237
definition, 236
and granfallooning, 239–240
and monitoring emotions, 246
in projection tactics, 242–243
of rationalization trap, 241–242
as social consensus, 240–241
social influences, 243
social nature of anomalous beliefs, 260
social pressure in altercast social role, 238
and consensus, 241
and social consensus, 241
social processes, 254
social psychology, 5, 236
social research, 54
social roles, 235, 238
social sensitivity and research, 284
social situation, 234
social status, 239
socialization, 289
socially-disvalued dysfunction, 200
societal problems and scientific theories, 154–156
society, 201, 267, 271
Society for Psychical Research, 223
solutions in ethical decision-making, 272
spaced practice, 11
speculations, 193
Spinozan view, 205
stability assumption, 69
stakeholder, 275–276, 279–280
standard deviation, 77
standardized assessment instrument scores, 205
standardized test battery use, 94
statistical analysis, 43
hypotheses testing, 146
planning of, 84
statistical artifact detection, 229
statistical connection, 121
statistical defects in ganzfeld experiment, 224
statistical methods. See also regression to mean
confound elimination by, 137
in parapsychological research, 218
as solution to data collection issues, 138
statistical procedures for abnormal neurological performance determination, 103
bias in adjustment for confounds, 140
in parapsychology experiments, 220
sophistication in Soal’s parapsychology, 220
statistical significance
definition of, 79
outlier identification and, 85
vs practical significance interpretation 1, 79
statistical techniques, 60
statistical tests, 79, 227
statistics
data presentation and inferential, 170
research story presentation and interpretation, 87
results section explanation of, 170
training and likelihood of committing fallacies, 125
stereotypes, 259
stimuli, 167, 168
story
behind research and hypothesis formulation, 174
creation of coherent, 180–181
line of reports, 172
of research and introduction, 189
of research presentation and interpretation, 87
research report as telling clear, 173–174
strange, 233
strange belief purveyors, 240
strange beliefs and behavior
as cased by strange influences, 235
craziness theories of, 234–236
culture and ideological belief support for and escalating commitment, 241
and influence tactics, 237–243, 244–245
motivated belief and, 254
promotion by social consensus, 241
rationalization and dissonance thoughts, 242
and science, common sense and consensus, 268
strange influences, 235
strange things, 233, 234
strategies, 6, 19
strategy in neurological case studies, 102
strategy use, 102, 103
stratified analysis, 138
structured interviews, 204
students. See also graduate students; psychology students
critical thinking skills instruction and attainment by, 9
habit of self-monitoring and, 11 as more effective thinkers, 9 practice and retention by, 11 spontaneous application of critical thinking skills by, 10 study methods, 11, 16 thinking skill preferences of, 7 study(ies)
alternative explanations and well-designed, 131 answering research questions in, 76 description in research report method section, 165
design and observed effects cause conclusions, 135 design to avoid confounds, 131–142 distinguished from past research, 172 low internal validity and confounded, 133 researcher adversarial collaboration, 183 on story presentation, 87
theoretical leanings and judgment in interpretation of, 141 subgroup, 59 subject confound balance optimization, 140 subject groups, 90, 135 subject selection, 98 subject variables, 21–22 definition, 21 in false memory testing, 31 memory research and, 29 people as assigned differences by nature, 21 subjects associations and variables of interest in cohorts of, 138 as control variables, 18 controls and nonrandom, 42 dataset overfitting and number of, 140 as experiment context dimension, 28 of false memory research, 33 generalizability of research and, 29–30 internally-validity and random assignment of, 133 research instruction and settings for, 32 study systematic differences and, 132–133 subliminal influence, 235 subliminal messages, 235 subtractive logic, 101 subtractivity assumption, 96 successful intelligence, 7 sufficient conditions, 39 suicide and client protection ethical dilemma, 275–277 sunk-cost fallacy, 122–123 survey(s), 54–72. See also convenience surveys; opinion polls; panel surveys; representative surveys; web site surveys cluster sampling in nationally representative, 56 definition, 54 as descriptive data, 60 error in, 58–59 pretesting of scientific, 62 purposes and information collection, 62 question cognition and context, 62 question comprehesion by respondents to, 64 question context, 64 representative probability sample use, 61 representativeness and low response rates to, 57 respondents’ tasks, 62–63 statistical techniques use, 60 strengths and weakness of, 60 wording importance, 290 survey design behavior memory and estimation in, 68–71 cognitive and communicative processes in, 61–71
text effects in opinion questions and, 65–68 elements of, 54–61 frequency scales and, 69–70 population and samples in, 56–59 questions and, 63, 64, 65–67 reconstruction of past and, 69 respondents tasks and, 62–63 response order effects, 67–68 and threatening questions, 71 types, 55 vague quantifiers and, 70 survey interview, 66, 69 survey questions, 66, 289 survey reports, 61, 72 survey research, 61 survey researchers, 57
Survey sampling, 57

Temporal precedence, 137

Test(s), 62–63

Survey sampling, 57, 59. See also convenience samples

Temporal precedence, 137

Survey response. See also answers;

Nonresponse error
Alternatives, 64–65
Editing and threatening questions, 71
Nonresponse, 57
Question wording and, 289
Rate inclusion in reports, 61
Rates maximization by researchers, 57
Tasks, 62–63
Survey sampling, 57, 59. See also convenience samples

Synonyms, 94, 199, 201, 202
Syndrome classification, 98
Synthesis as skill, 6

System 1
dual process cognition accounts and, 123–124
Errors as predictable, 124
Informal logical fallacies and, 124
As quick and effortless mental processes, 124

System 2
As deliberate rule-based system, 124
dual process cognition accounts and, 123–124
Engagement of, 124
And errors in belief, 125
Formal logical principles use in, 124
Healthy skepticism and, 125
Incipient errors recognition by, 125
Questions to ask self, 126
Sense of accountability and, 126
Use and fallacy avoidance, 127

Take-home message, 172
Talks
As advertisements for research, 193
Communicating claims in, 192
Communication goals in, 192
Listeners in, 193
Making claims in, 192
And possible implications of research, 193
As precursor to writing, 192
Research claims made in, 177–194
Special consideration in giving, 192–193
Techniques for effective, 192–193
Us of examples in, 193
Targets, 226, 245–246
Taxonomies, 6, 7, 8–9
Teaching, 1, 253
Teaching methods, 7

Teaching psychologists, 274
Technological innovation, 155
Telephones, 56–57
Temporal precedence, 137
Test(s)
Assumptions and research questions, 76
Of beliefs, 268
As beneficial to long term retention, 16
Of ceiling and floor effects, 83
Of cognitive components and case studies, 104
Of hypotheses and predictions, 266
MMPI and Rorschach as valid, 205
As never definitive, 47
Of new data and parapsychology meta-analyses, 228
Observations and trust of, 47
Of power calculations, 79
For psychopathology in mental disorders, 199
Simplicity and experiment design, 166
And theory comparison, 154
Use in case studies, 99
Testability hypothesis, 103
testing
Of case studies and clinician experience, 206
Of causal relationships, 47
Cognition study with group, 93
As group difference threat to causal
Inferences, 45
Recipes in science vs astrology, 263–264
Tests. See also assessments
Tetrahedral model of context of experimental results, 28
Theoretical advancement, 172
Theoretical foundations, 141
Theoretical interest, 141
Theoretical leanings, 141
Theory(ies), 143, 293
In abstract, 186–188
Adequacy, 262
Characteristics of successful, 144–145
Claims challenging prevailing, 2
Criteria for, 145–156
Explanatory coherence of, 173
Outline as research report introduction
goal, 162
As relationship between variables, 16
Revision and replacement, 217
In science and parapsychology, 217
theory evaluation criteria
breath, 153
coherence and consistency, 148–149
explanation, 150–151
falsifiability, 149–150
originality, 154
postdiction, 150–151
prediction, 149–150
theory of psi, 229
therapeutic skills, 206
therapists, 203, 209, 233
therapy, 201, 205
promotion of demonstrated, 209
termination, 277
in underserved areas, 277
thinking
anchor and starting points in, 4
anchoring and adjusting values when, 5
boldly required by good science, 177
characterization of noncritical, 1–2
classroom teaching of lower level, 1
science vs astrology as example of clear, 262–263
scientific theories and outdated, 264–265
thinking framework approach, 12
thinking skills
alternative way of categorizing, 7
identification and definition of, 9
making up successful intelligence, 7
preferences and teaching methods, 7
skills-based approach to, 7
student spontaneous application of, 10
transfer across academic domains, 9
valued in school setting, 7
Thinking Skills Review Group, 9
thinking style, 272
third person effect, 245
third-variable problem, 137
thought control, 246
time scales, 152
time-series, 43–55
titles
examples of, 188–189
as hooks for papers, 189
of research reports, 164
writing of, 188–189
total error, 58
training
APA Ethics Code and psychologist, 276
in authority uses and ads resistance, 236
to be better reasoners, 125
Transfer Appropriate Processing (TAP), 148
transferability of critical thinking skills, 10
treatment
clinical case studies as approach to, 91
empirical support conditions for, 209
importance of diagnosis to, 205
of patients in research design ethical decision-making, 284–287
programs and patient belief system, 207
randomized control studies and, 210
randomized controlled trials and, 206–208
selection and outcome studies, 206
of sexual addition, 198
specific form of effective clinical, 205–210
study internal validity and equation of conditions, 133
as type of clinical inference, 196
treatment conditions, 41, 135
treatment effectiveness
evaluations vs efficacy, 208
evidence needed for establishment of, 209
evidence requirements, 209
treatment groups
control groups as different from, 42
difference identification and causal inference, 44
quasi-experiment matching with control groups, 42
treatment outcomes, 207, 208
trust of psychology, 271
truth, 183, 253
and beliefs, 252
beliefs and, 261
fallacy of ignorance and, 117
science and, 174, 261
and weird beliefs, 268
tunnel vision, 121–123
Tversky, Amos, 193
type 1 errors, 79, 86
type 2 errors, 79, 86
ulterior motives identification, 245–246
underserved areas, 277
unification of psychology, 153
universal assumption, 96
unproven medical practices, 233
unstructured interviews, 203–204
usability, 144, 154–156

Subject Index
### Subject Index

- **validation**
  - of beliefs, 253–255
  - complexity of belief, 255
  - of hypothetical constructs, 200
  - science and accepted standards for, 261–267
- validity
  - and beliefs, 252, 253
  - Campbell’s threat to causal inference, 44–46
  - of clinician judgments and biases, 210
  - context effect and, 65, 72
  - of DSM-IV-TR system, 202
  - of evidence in assessments by psychologists, 197
- experiment design for internal and ecological, 169
  - as experimental research question, 34
  - of group averaging assumptions, 98
  - of hypothetical constructs, 200
  - of inferences and individual cognitive ability scores, 98
  - as internal and external, 26
  - judgments as heuristic, 245
  - of MMPI and Rorschach test, 205
  - of neuropsychological testing platform and impairment profile, 102
  - of psychiatric diagnoses, 202–203
  - of psychological assessment methods, 205
  - quasi-experimentation plausibility and, 48
  - questions for assessing unknown, 295
- value judgments, 201
- variabili
  - value judgments, 201
- variable(s), 18, 34
  - in causal relations, 43
  - covariation assessment, 55
  - cross sectional surveys and, 55
  - definition, 17
  - experimental manipulation of, 60
  - formal models and, 147
  - operationalization, 134
  - partial correlation variance and analysis of, 83–84
  - prediction and control over, 151
  - in quasi-experiments, 43–44
  - in research reports, 164, 165
  - statistical control in surveys, 60
- variable of interest. See independent variables manipulation of, 131, 135
- subject cohort and association with, 138
- within-subject manipulation confounds, 134
- variance analogues, 83–84
- variation, 131
- verbal theories, 143
- victim personality, 233
- victimization prediction, 233
- violence prediction, 196, 211
- virtue, 278. See also ethical principles; moral values
- visual survey formats, 67
- Vonnegut, Kurt, 239
- Wallis, W. Allan, 219
- web site surveys, 59
- weighting procedures for subgroups, 59
- weird beliefs, 268
- welfare of others, 281–284
- Wernicke’s aphasics, 95
- Westinghouse Learning Corp. Head Start program effectiveness study, 38
- wisdom, 7
- wishes and beliefs, 254
- wishful thinking, 237
- within-subjects design, 18–20, 21
  - as between-subjects design, 20
  - definition, 19
  - differential carryover effect in, 20
  - as experimental research question, 34
  - repetition strategy in, 20
  - and variable operationalization, 134
  - within-subjects manipulation, 131, 134
- word association norms, 23–25
- word production, 96
- model, 96
- wording, 289
- meaning survey questions, 63
- in opinion polls, 3
- question wording issue context effect, 65–66
- of survey questions, 68, 289
- words
  - categorical context and meaning of, 31
  - encoding strategies of subjects in false memory research, 32
  - in memory research, 30
  - survey question literal meaning and, 63
  - working memory capacity, 93, 149
- World Health Organization, 202
writing
  of abstracts, 184–188
  of discussion section, 191–192
  of empirical journal articles, 161
  evaluating of own, 181
  of introduction section, 189–191
  as iterative process, 191
  persuasiveness and clarity in, 294

questions for polls, 2
report introduction process of, 165
of results section, 191
of results section data description, 169
talk as precursor to, 192
of titles, 188–189
zero-sum fallacy, 115